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LUMBERING EFFORT OFFENDS MILLENNIALS
LUMBERING EFFORT OFFENDS MILLENIALS

New college course at Anoka-Ramsey inspires ire from millennial students.
Anthony Erickson, Staff writer
Students with beards and flannel shirts said they were uproariously offended at the college’s
new lumber jacking course
which premiered fall 2019. The
reason for the offense? Stereotyping.
The idea to create the course
developed when the college
hired the demographics company
ACME to discover new ideas for
classes. ACME discovered an
influx of flannel shirts along with
essential beard oil purchases in
nearby areas. ACME later discovered the purchases were due
to trend-setting hipsters attempting to appear socially established
without acquiring the necessary
skills to maintain such a lifestyle.
Dozens of students assembled
to oppose the typecasting. Soon
after, the course was canceled.
Once again, millennials got
their way due to enabling and
coddling.
The bearded assembly didn’t
utilize picketing, like one would
think, as the ones involved
“couldn’t even,” said student
Sully Morose. No one in the
group possessed the basic woodworking skills to make them, or
energy and interest to purchase
pre-made ones from a hardware
store.
“Appearances don’t matter,

Above, an actual lumberjack,
at any actual lumberjack
class.
PHOTO COURTESY of the U.S.
Air Force

man. Just because I look like a
lumberjack, doesn’t mean you
can judge me as one,” Morose said while combing his
Old Dutch-styled beard with a
sandalwood comb. “I mean, they
damage the forests.”
What little energy and interest the faux protesters did have
was enough to take the issue to
the Neutral Opposers Facebook
group.
Net surfers have been exchanging their conjecture about global
issues such as “Halo Reach” and
“Fallout,” with this group for
years. No comments about the
protest have been made there.
Morose, halfway through their
AFA in Scowling at the Mention
of Menial Labor, has been a
student at Anoka-Ramsey for 16
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Sully Morose shows Anoka-Ramsey administration where they
can shove the stupid lumberjacking course.
PHOTO COURTESY of istolethetv on flickr

non-consecutive semesters, and
has changed majors 13.5 times.
“The students have spoken,
and their opinion is important,
no matter how undereducated it
is,” said Course Development
Specialist, Chip Lemming.

Can you find the story that is similar to the image below? Answer on page 6.

Anoka-Ramsey President Kent
Hanson has yet to comment as
he has better things to do with
his time, and responding to
such a topic would most likely
recede everything he has learned
throughout his life.

Presidential race takes a tumble, new entrants take a chance
Presidential hopefuls Joe Biden and Sen. Bernie Sanders drop out of democratic nomination race, and new candidates take a chance.

Ivan Lopez-Kne, Editor-in-Chief
All democrats have suspended
their 2020 presidential election
campaigns this week as Vice
President Joe Biden and Sen.
Bernie Sanders both expected to
fall short. While the path to the
presidency is currently on one
track, President Donald Trump
has entered the race as a democrat hoping to run unopposed in
his re-election.

as one,” Biden said. “There is
no greater tragedy than allowing
Trump to win and cause further
harm to this nation.”
By exiting the race, the two
presidential hopefuls created a
brand-new opening for the sitting
president. While trying to stop
Trump, Sen. Sanders and Biden
made it far easier for the incumbent to stay in office.

all entered the race after Trump,
hoping to capitalize on their
own name recognition. As of today, Tom Cruise, Post Malone,
Tulsi Gabbard and Spongebob
Squarepants are all seeking the
democratic nomination for president.

“It’s like the deal of the century,” Trump said.
In a near simultaneous fashion,
Biden and Sen. Sanders both took
to the stage Tuesday morning to
announce the end of their campaigns. While they have stayed
in a tight race since the beginning
of the year, they both have the
idea of unifying the party behind
a central figure: their democratic
opponent.
“In order to defeat Trump, we
need to come together and act

“It’s like the deal of the century,” Trump said. The president
seized his opportunity Tuesday
afternoon and announced his candidacy for president of the United States -- as a democrat. This
could be the first time that Americans will have the same name on
the ballot twice.
Trump’s success has not gone
unnoticed. Celebrities from music, to movies, to animation have

Above left, Sen. Bernie Sanders announces he is dropping out of the 2020 U.S. presidential
race. Above right, actor Tom Cruise announces his candidacy for U.S. president at a rally at the
Church of Scientology headquaters under the sea.

Smash Players Form Cults Around Their Mains
Passion turns to worship as local gaming community begins to idolize favorite characters
Sam Anthony, Staff Writer
On a foggy rainy day in the
Courtyard Commons, figures in
various colorful clothing gathered near meticulously crafted
sculpts of fictional characters,
engaging in various social rituals.
One person had adorned themselves in regal clothing with
a large toy hammer, holding a
sculpture of a portly penguin
that resembled their royal attire
high above their head, boasting, “Praise be unto Dedede, the
mighty and powerful ruler of this
kingdom!”.
They were challenged shortly
after by a person wearing a gaudy crown atop their head, as they
thrust a figurine of a similarly rotund crocodile into their face and
proclaimed, “That is a false king,

he has not proven his worth as a
ruthless and despicable despot
such as K. Rool himself!”
Once more, there was an indignant protest from behind as
the self-proclaimed Ambassador
of Koopa slammed a statue of
their leader onto the table, growling under their breath, “Whosoever hopes to challenge Bowser’s
authority, shall face the wrath of
the Koopa King himself!”.
As the trio of royal representatives fought amongst themselves,
one thing became clear: A cult
had formed around characters
from Smash Bros., and it had become serious business for those
involved.
It had started innocently
enough as a small fellowship of

Smash players who committed
themselves to their favorite characters from the game. Soon, however, interest turned to obsession,
and devotion became worship.
It wasn’t enough to represent
their characters; they had to seek
spiritual guidance and salvation
from their idols. For what were
their companions without servants to extoll their virtues to
others?
Looking around the room, it
was darkly lit and populated by
numerous cultists performing rituals to worship their main characters from this game. A person
clad in dark blue overalls and
a green hat was continuously
planking their body against the
ground, whispering “Pow pow.

Pow pow. Pow pow.” as they addressed a figure of Luigi, lit with
green candles and adornments
around his platform.
Another individual offered a
“Sword of Seals” to a replica of
a young swordsman named Roy,
and a holy sigil could be seen
under the stand. In contrast, a demonic sigil could be seen under
Kirby’s trophy stand as his follower muttered an occult proclamation, which mentioned something about “The pink demon’s
judgement is nigh”.
While these ceremonies were
self-contained, they all had an
intense fervor that could only be
described as religious.

“King K. Rool” and “King Dedede” posing before turning on
one another. PHOTO COURTESY of Highnesspurple on Twitter.
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New CEO, Robot Mickey Mouse, Takes Deal from POTUS for Entire United States
Bob Iger recently left Disney for more creative pursuits. A new Disney head strikes a deal.
Finn Kastner, Staff writer and part-time snail
An AI robotic version of Mickey Mouse is The Walt Disney
Company’s new CEO, Walt Disney announced last week. Bob
Iger, the former CEO of Disney,
recently left.
“Iger was a strong CEO, and
a great businessman. We are sad
to see him go,” Walt Disney, as a
frozen head, commented.
The Walt Disney Company had
been working on a secret project,
which was revealed shortly after
Iger’s departure.
The project, codenamed Project M, was a robotics and AI program that sought to bring Mickey
Mouse back to life with goals to
lead the company.
“I am excited to expand Disney’s horizons farther than ever
before huh huh,” Mouse said in
a statement to the press when he
first took over.
Since Mouse’s arrival as the
new Disney CEO, the company
has taken steps to improve the
quality of its movies and services.
The first wave of new and improved Disney products include
re-remasters of “Beauty and the

Beast,” “Aladdin,” “Cinderella”
and “Frozen.”
These new and improved films
will be live-action. The people
won’t be real but the movies will
look more than real.
These films are slated to release in 2022 due to Disney’s latest investment—the purchase of
the entire United States territory.
The deal was struck between
Walt Disney’s frozen head and
U.S. President Donald Trump.
The exact details of the deal have
yet to be released, however Sen.
Mark Ruffalo gave a summary
in an interview with Not Fake
News.
“It seems President Trump
managed to get the United States
debt free; no small feat for one
president,” Sen. Ruffalo told
NFN. “Trump kept saying he did
it, he made the best trade deal in
history or something along those
lines.”
Trump commented on the deal
in a tweet he sent right after the
meeting took place.
“I am simply the greatest president of all time. No other pres-

ident has ever done a trade deal
as good as this,” Trump tweeted.
The tweet has received many
negative responses, calling out
Trump’s ego and poor grammar.
In a recent video call with CEO
Robot Mickey Mouse, Mouse
clarified how the purchase may
impact the United States. Mouse
said that the U.S. government
will remain the same, except future presidents can only be Disney princesses created before
2005.
Mouse said the State of the
Union speeches will be much
more interesting to listen to.
Additionally, all unused U.S.
land will be turned into a monorail-connected Disneyland.
Disneyland will be rebranding
to Disneyhorizon. The ultimate
goal of Disneyhorizon will be
employment for every citizen
with exclusive benefits and bonuses.
Although
Robot
Mickey
Mouse is proposing many changes, it appears that, for the most
part, nothing will change that
much.

Top of page: New Disney CEO, Robot Mickey Mouse, waves to
his employees. PUBLIC DOMAIN.
Above: Former Disney CEO Bob Iger. PHOTO COURTESY: Josh
Hallett
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